Structural motifs of cholesterol nanoparticles.
The growth sequence of gas-phase cholesterol clusters (Ch(N)) with up to N=36 molecules has been investigated by atomistic simulation based on an empirical force field model. The results of long annealings from high temperature show that the geometric motifs characterizing the structure of pure cholesterol crystals already appear in nanometric aggregates. In all clusters molecules tend to align along a common direction. For cluster sizes above the smallest ones, dispersion interactions among the hydrocarbon body and tails of cholesterol cooperate with hydrogen bonding to give rise to a bilayer structure. Analysis of snapshots from the annealing shows that the condensation of hydrogen bonds into a connected network of rings and chains is an important step in the self-organization of cholesterol clusters. The effect of solvation on the equilibrium properties of medium-size aggregates is investigated by short molecular dynamics simulations for the N=30 and N=40 clusters in water at near ambient conditions and in supercritical carbon dioxide at T=400 K.